Abstract. The variations on a theme of locality for a pair of operators (H, K) on a C*-algebra 9Í are expressed algebraically. If A' is a * -derivation generating an action of R on St, and H is »-linear and AMocal, then, under certain restrictions, H is shown to be very closely related to K.
Both the premise and the object of [1] were somewhat different than those of [4] and a series of intermediate papers cited therein. In [1] locality conditions were regarded as an undesirable obstruction, and results were sought which depended on the weakest possible form of locality, even if this required closability or dissipativity as an extra condition. The results then described 8 in terms of ô0, In [4] , etc., stronger forms of locality were required, closability could sometimes be dropped from the assumptions, and the conclusion was that 8 generates a C*-dynamical system, which might be more or less explicitly described in terms of the action t generated by 80. Earlier it had been shown in [6] that, if t is periodic, only weak forms of locality are needed to obtain similar conclusions.
Locality was defined by means of states. Although this is perfectly natural in many contexts, it may not give the deepest insight into the conditions. It will be shown in this paper that the locality conditions have elementary algebraic formulations. Thus, 8 is completely strongly §0-local if and only if there is a net xa in 9Í such that \\xa80(a) -8(a)\\ -* 0 for all a in the joint domain 3) of 8 and ô0, and 5 is (completely) weakly 50-local if and only if, for each ain2l,ó\a)is orthogonal to any ideal of 2Í which is orthogonal to 80(a). In [3, 5] a yet stronger form of locality, known as strict locality, was introduced, and it was shown that any strictly S0-local operator 8 on a suitable domain is of the form L80 for some central (unbounded) multiplier L on the Pedersen ideal of the ideal generated by the range of 80, even if 8 is not assumed to be either self adjoint or a derivation. In the final part of this paper, some similar results are obtained for selfadjoint completely strongly <50-local operators 8. The most explicit case is when t is periodic and 31 is simple; then, either S is a scalar multiple of <50, or 80 is inner and implemented by a projection and 5 is a linear combination of ô0 and <502.
2. Algebraic forms of locality. Let 91 be a C*-algebra, P(9I) the set of all pure states of 31, 3> a linear subspace of 91, and H and K linear operators of 3 into 91.
Then H is said to be weakly K-local if a^3,
U weak* open in P(9l), u(K(a)*K(a)) = 0 for all w in U => u(H(a)*H(a)) = 0 for all w in U.
H is said to be strongly K-local if
H is said to be strictly K-local if
H is said to be completely weakly (strongly, strictly) K-local if, for each n > 1, Hn is weakly (strongly, strictly) Kn-\oc&\ on the subspace Mn(3) of the C*-algebra Af"(9i) of n X n matrices with coordinates in 91, where
These properties were introduced in [4 and 3] , where it was shown in particular that strict and complete strict locality are equivalent. It is shown below that weak and complete weak locality are equivalent. However strong locality does not imply complete strong locality, as is shown by the example 91 = 3 = M2(C), Proof. The proofs of (i) <=> (ii) and (iii) « (iv) are very similar to parts 1 and 2 of Proposition 3, respectively, while (i) <=> (iii) was established in [3] . Now suppose H is completely strongly .K-local and m is a (nondegenerate) representation of 2Í on 3^. As in [4] ,
Proposition 3 shows that
If e denotes the orthogonal projection of ^f onto 3(L), then e g 77(^4)" and eL is af Abated with etr(A)"e.
Let/be the central support of e in 77(^1)". Il H is strictly Â"-local, then L extends to a densely-defined linear operator L on/Pf, affiliated with the centre of tr(A)"f, such that (**) L(w(bK(a))^) = ir(bH(a))Ç (a e 3, b <= %, Ç G Jíf) (see [3, 5] ). If 77 is the universal representation of 21, and there is a linear operator L satisfying (*), then H is completely strongly K-local. If L has an extension affiliated with the centre of 77 (21)"/, then H is strictly K-local.
These observations also indicate why »-linear operators are rarely local with respect to each other. Suppose that H and K are both »-linear and H is completely strongly K-local. For a in 3, £ in 3(L*) and 17 in^f,
This is a very strong condition if K(3) and .@(L*) are both large. Next suppose that 21 is unital, H is completely strongly K-local, and K(a0) is invertible for some a0 in 3. In the notation of Proposition 3, ||xx -x|| -» 0, where x = H(a0)K(a0)~1 G 21. Hence H(a) = xK(a) (a G 3). In the notation used above, e = 1 and L = ■n(x).
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It is possible to replace the single operator K by a family Jfof operators K: 3 -» 91 in the definitions and most of the results of this section. For example, define H to be strongly Cfclocal if a g 9, u g ¿>(9í), o>(K(a)*K(a)) = 0 for all Kin jf=> u(H(a)*H(a)) = 0, and define H to be completely strongly jf-local if Hn is strongly Jtn-\oc&\ for each n > 1, where Jtn = {Kn:K g Jf }. As in Proposition 3, one can show that H is completely strongly JÉ^local if and only if H is the strong limit of operators of the form Y."=xxiKi (x¡ g 21, K¡ g jT). The notion of strict J^locality has been studied in [5] in the case when Jf = {8, 82} for some derivation 8. (i) H is strictly 5-local;
(ii) H is a derivation; (iii) L is affiliated with the centre of 7r(9I)"e (see [3, 5] ). Also, if 5 has an extension which generates an action t of R on 91, and H is a * -derivation commuting with t, then H also extends to a generator [4, Theorem 2.1]. Our object here is to show that, under suitable conditions, any »-linear completely strongly 6-local operator H must be very closely related to 8, even if H is not assumed to be a derivation or to commute with t.
More precisely, ( 91, t, 8, 3, H) will be called a completely strongly local system if 8 is the generator of an action t of R on 91, 3 is a selfadjoint core for 8, and H: 3 -» 21 is a completely strongly S-local * -linear operator. We shall consider an irreducible covariant representation (Ji?, 77, u) of (21,R, t) and endeavour to show that either (HM) there is a real number X such that ir(H(a)) = Xtr(8(a)) (a g 3), or (HP) there is a projection/? on JF and real numbers y, Xx and X2 such that "(8(a)) = y8p(w(a)),
where sp(x) = i(px -xp).
A similar result has been obtained in [5, Theorem 3.1] under the assumptions that H is strictly {5, 52}-local, but not necessarily selfadjoint, and ( Jf, 77) is irreducible, but not necessarily covariant.
The additional restrictions will be certain combinations of the following: (CP) 77 is periodic, 3 is the linear span of subspaces 3n of the spectral spaces 91 T(n), 30 = 21T and 91 r3n c 3n. (Here, 9iT is the fixed point algebra of t, and 2T(h)= {a g 9í:T,(a) = exp(277/>ií/7,)a(í g R)}, where T is the period of t.) (CB) There exists x in the multiplier algebra Af(9í) of 21 such that H(a) = x8 (a) for all a in 3.
(CI) (Je, ir) is irreducible.
(CC) ^is T-invariant and Hrt = r,H for all t. Since £'" is an arbitrary unit vector in Jífn, Lí¡,'n = p"£'". Since jii" = jûm for every distinct pair n, w in Jf, there are only two possibilities: (i) There is a real number X such that pn = X for all n. Then, for a in 9k, £ in ^,,
#(a)| = LS(a)£ = XS(a)£, so H(a) = X5(a).
(ii) There are integers k # 0 and « and real numbers X, and X2 such that Jf= {n, n -Y k), /x" = fc_1(^i -i'X2), /in+A. -k~l(Xx + i'X2). Let/? be the orthogonal projection oiJV onto3Vn + k. Then, for a in 9,
H(a) = L8(a) = Xx8p(a) -X2(2p -l)(pa -ap) = Xx8p(a) + X2S/(a). Corollary 6. Let % be a simple C*-algebra, 8 the generator of a periodic action r o/R on 21, and H: 3 -» 9Í a completely strongly 8-local * -linear operator, where 3 is as described in (CP). 77ie« e/r/ier (i) f/iere is a real number X such that H = X8\s, or (ii) there exist a projection p in M( 91 ) and real numbers y,Xx and X2 such that 8(a) = iy(pa-ap) (a G 91),
Proof. Suppose first that 91 is separable. Kishimoto [9, Theorem 2.1] has shown that 9Í has a T-invariant pure state. The corresponding GNS representation of 21 is irreducible and faithful, and the action t is covariantly implemented. When 91 is considered in this representation, Theorem 5 shows that either (i) holds or (ii) holds for some projection p. But p implements a bounded, hence inner, derivation of 21 [11] . Since 21 is irreducible,/? g M(9I).
If 9Í is inseparable, any separable subspace of 91 is contained in a separable T-invariant simple C*-subalgebra 210 (see [2] ) which has a T-invariant pure state <o0. Arguing by contradiction and using the GNS representation of a T-invariant extension of w0, the result may be recovered. Theorem 7. Let (91, t, 8, 3, H) be a completely strongly local system, (3f, n, u) an irreducible covariant representation of (2l,R, t), and suppose (CP) and (CC) are satisfied. Then either (HM) or (HP) holds.
Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as in Theorem 5, except that it is no longer possible to ensure that b*£'r = 0. However, this was only used to ensure that 3€n is L-invariant. Under condition (CC), H(9_k) c 9_k, so L£'n = ik~lH(ba\)£m g sVn.
Note that if r is periodic, 3(H) is a dense T-invariant subalgebra of 21, and H is closed and commutes with t, then one may take 3n = 21 T(«) n 3(H), and thereby arrange that (CP), as well as (CC), is satisfied. Furthermore, 3 is a core for 8 and (by Thus (xaus -ausx*) commutes with u. But any bounded linear operator^ on Jf is a strong limit of linear combinations of operators of the form aus, so (xy -yx*) commutes with u. Let | and tj be unit vectors in ¿V belonging to orthogonal spectral subspaces of u and take j' to be the rank one operator £ ® r/. Then 0 = ((xy -yx*)£, r,) = (xr,, r,) -(|, x£).
As in Theorem 5, there are only two possibilities:
(i) x is a scalar multiple X of the identity operator. Then H(a) = X8(a) (a g 3).
(ii) The spectrum of u contains only two real numbers a and a + y (y =é 0), and, if /? is the orthogonal projection of 3f onto the (a -Y y)-spectral subspace, there are real numbers Xx and X2 such that x = y-\Xx + iX2)p + y~l(Xx -iX2)(l -p). By irreducibility it follows that x(utyu* -y) = (utyu* -y)x* for any bounded linear operator y.
Let E and F be disjoint compact subsets of R, and let £ and r/ be unit vectors in the spectral subspaces^'"(£') and34?"(F) respectively. Choose t so that {e'°":a g E) n {eiß':ß G F] = 0. Then (1 -(u*i),r))u,)\x,u{E) is invertible on 3TU(E). Let £' be the vector in Jif"(E) with £' -(h*tj, t))w(£' = |. Let Thus x leaves invariant each spectral subspace3/ccu(E) and therefore commutes with u. The proof may now be completed as in Theorem 8.
It seems likely that a completely strongly local system will satisfy either (HM) or (HP) in any irreducible representation in which t is covariantly implemented (condition (CI)), or in any irreducible covariant representation if H commutes with t (condition (CC)), at least if some other weak conditions involving the nature of 9 and/or closability of H are satisfied. Indeed, it is even conceivable that either (HM) or (HP) holds in each irreducible representation, irrespective of whether t is covariantly implemented. If so, H is strictly {8, 62}-local, and it would follow from [5, Theorem 4.1] that H = L8 -Y MS2 for some (unbounded) central multipliers of the Pedersen ideal of the ideal of 21 generated by the range of 8. Here M would have to take on a very special form to ensure that H is completely strongly ô-local.
If 21 has a faithful irreducible representation in which t is covariantly implemented, then Theorem 9 determines completely and explicitly the nature of completely strongly local systems satisfying (CB) (see Corollary 6) . In general, it may not be possible to find such a representation, even if 91 is simple. However, there is a representation of this type if 21 is R-simple and (2I,R, t) has a ground or ceiling state [7] , or if 9Í is simple and the strong Connes spectrum of t is not R [9] .
The irreducible covariant representations of (21, R, t) correspond to the irreducible representations of the C*-crossed product 2Í XTR [10, 7.6] , and therefore their direct sum is faithful on 21. Thus knowledge of the behaviour of a completely strongly local system in each irreducible covariant representation, as given by Theorems 7 and 8 for systems satisfying (CC) and either (CP) or (CB), may be regarded as determining the system completely.
